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A Study of Axial-Flow Turbine
WARNER 1. STEWART Efficiency Characteristics iii

Terms of Velocity Diagram Parameters

The aerodynamic design of axial-fl(,. tur- img the efficier.cy leuve.l and included in th,-. dc-
bines, in general, can be divides into three velcpment are the number cr turbine stages, stater-
phabes. The first phase is the selection of the exit angle, Reynolus number, and turbine-exit

over-a13 requirements of the turbine and includes axial component of velocity head. lincl-jdeýd In
fluid used, temperature and pressure levels, flu.: th,_e paper wIll be the development of the required

rate, power level, retative speed, and perhaps a equations, application of the eq';attcn5 to show

requtred efficiency level. The second phase is the effect of these varlablcs on efficiency, and

the determination of the turbine geometry that finally a ccaparj scn with scm available experl-
best meets these requirements. The results ef rental resu.ts.

this phase weuld be the determination of the

number of tuar-ir.e stages, turbine and blaiing NOII•NCLATURE

sizing, blade turning, and rate of expansion

through the turbine. The general method cf eYe- A = blade-loss term defined by equation (,!a)

outing the second phase is through the calcula- B = stage leaving-loss term defined by equa-

tier, of the velocity diagrams in the free-stream tior (21b)

region before and after each blade row. The C parameter defined by equation (24a)

third phase is then the evolution of the blade D = parameter defined by equationi (24b)

shapes that will meet the velecity-elagram re- E = parameter defined by equation (3)

qulrements and should invwlve the use of three- g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.17 ft/

dimensional desiC n procedures to obtain th- sur- Scot

face velocity distributions (I)' an~d the exercls- h = specific enthalpy, Btu/lb
Ing of diffusion controls upon these dlstrlbu- J = mechanical equivalent of heat-, yy8 .2 ft-
t ton,; (2). Ib/Btu

The expected efficiency of the turbine tiat K = constant of proportionality, equation

is evolved to meet the requirem.,nts set i) in the (23)

first phase depends upon both the over--ill goom- L = blade kinetic-onergy losses defined b,-

etry scoocteJ in phase two and the detailed blad- equations (19) and (2G)

ing design In phase three. The love, of efficler,- I = blade height, ft

cy e1pucted is a function of the second phase N1 number of turbine stage-,

through the aerodynami-Ac severity of the selected oe = Peynolds number defined by equaticri (31)

vcloý'Ity diagram. The additional effect of the r = mean-section radius, ft

third phase Or, efficiency occurs as a result (f U = mcan-section blade speed, fps

its ensLitivity to such blade and mechanical de- V absoe etc gas velocity, fPps
sign, fcatures as surface- loading, trailing-ecdge WV relative gas velocity, flps

blockages, and tip and runnlng clearances. w = wight-flow rate, lb/sec
This paj or j,rescnts a method of estimating u = -tator angle measured from axial dliuc--

the level of -fficlcncy ;,s a function of the tkn, dug

selected velocity diagrams thai. arc nee,.ded in ( rotor angle measured fr-m axial dir-cc-

conducting phase two. * 1Te basic paran•cter used tion, dog -
is a speced-work parameter , defined as the = adiabatic efficiency based on tbtal to ri
ratic of the mcan-section blade seecd squared tc tetal-prcs:•ur' ratio

the 1,pclfic w-,rk outlut, This rara,.ter Is tPi = adiab ti- cfft-iern':y based or, total to -

d,,ollar to ,_i' 'an1sillii" "1,trseir 5 Characteristli :;tati- -preSure "-at:'

N-inr" dsrrlbi in (I (. Other factors affect- A = spoced-work jarameter, u;/CJA/,'

. gas3 vi:,coalty, lb/(ft)(:;e')
1 Undcrlined ;nnumber;; in parcnthesce designate 0 = Lla-I--Jct speud ratio i(s

lie fereinc c:a at the end ef the paper. = Ca:s d nsi y, ':f

S! l •--.2
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B:J Eqation(3) sh~ows that X is a measure of the

a =b~J fist tg tg severity of the stage velocity dia-gram in terms
of tne reýlation of the blade speed tcecha'.gr, in

i intermediate saetangCcr.tial! momentum. Fig/I presents a tyl. -A

id = Idal Sot 1. stag-velIocity dingvasss sho-,Ing heszbl

j deotin Jetve~cityas dfine byan!i statIon nomenclature used. The whirl parameter

equaton (1) L. can be related to the absolute tangential
---- --- velcceltter ut the rote:. entrance end ex.it by the,

ro rotorfolwneqai:

s based on total to static conditionsfolwneqai:

Adaeress stage2 er turbine Ldy-5 = v 0 ,1 - vu, 2  (
112.1- ', etator

u agnilcomponent Us1ing equation (2) in (1) a different miy
xa axial eompon-mt yields a third equation frr N a::

r0 = statieon upstAreamr, of stage

I = station between stator and rotor = J LAht(

2 = station downstream of stvage A'S 2u

This equation I , used later in the deve~lopment.

Siipri~ciptsFor axial-flow turbIines the Value of A var-

absolue tota stateies norma~lly from 0 to, 1A00. As the p~arameter Is
-=over-all varied over this range, the- associated type of

velocity diagrur. also changes. These types are

D'tVELOF~hEUT Ilutae ini.2war velocity diagrams for

Uthree values ofA 0.25,, 0.50,, anid 1.00, er-
$j-cod-Work rarameter shown. A ý, value of unity, resulus InI Au = U.

As poQinted out in tho- IntroQductioni, the nlhe velocIty diagramu~ use(d fur thisý value geneSr-
3, ' mod-work palrameter A IsL used as thev basic ailly utilizes rý action r aT 'Ivelocity in~crease

parameter Iin relating teefficiencyý to the v el- across both stator nan roteor ;!aLO zero exit, whirl.
ecity-olagrarr paramefters. For a s:tage this param- Ac, k is reduýced, zero o5.-t w~hirl is; maintained

eteri Is de lured as wtithi, howevecr, th'.ý react~on ii. (lie ro(torý decreas3-

21 log until et A = (.50 imp~uls3e conditions alrc

ki gJ dIt  reachecd. Di thl 1a paer imp Also cond.i t-its are

do -finied toU or(cur whet1
and can be noniL5derod as the ratio of' the ene-rg~y

ass;ociated with1 the taaiscirblade syced tou1 U2

the2 StagP spec-ific wCrK oultput. SiNce the tag arid -nolqroximaees the- mere familiar corerut-aticri of'
-a specific work output can be writte: inn terms ef impu~lse( as- a constant. static prossure across the-

Velocity diageram qoan"'ti ! s a!; mii 0 Sw.



References such as (2) have shown marked in- 1.0

creases in blade loss as negative reaction is II M.

imposed. Therefore a limit on reactior of zero 6 l VE

(impulse conditions) is imposed on every blade W EFFICIENCY?

row. In view of this limitation, at values of Nt .4

below 0.50 the rotor is specified to operate at

impulse with a subsequent requirement of negative

whirl at the stage exit. Over the entire range I 2

of A then the stage tangential velocities (ra- J

tioed to the total change in whirl AVu) can be

written as

0 0 X 0.50 ,02 .04 .06 .08 .1 .2 .4 .6 .8 1,0

OVERALL SPEED - WORK PARAMETER,

Vu + 1 Fig. 3 Graphical relation between blade-jet speed ratio and

AVu 2 (7a) speed-work parameter

Vu,2 2 1

Avu 2 (7b)

0.50.S 1.0l.O0 = (12)

Vu-l = 1 (7c) which shows the two parameters related by the

AVu static efficiency. Therefore, if efficiency is

Vu,2 a function of one of these parameters, it must
Vu 0 (7d) also be a function of the other. The parameter

~u A is used herein as it is related directly to

In the general case of the multistage tur- the actual velocity diagram whereas V is not.
bine, it is assumed that the mean-section blade The relation between :' and T is shown graphical-

speed U is the same for all stages (constant ly in Fig.3.

mean-section diameter), and each stage puts out an

equal amount of work. Therefore by defining A Relation Between Speed-Work Parameter

as the over-all speed-work parameter of the tur- and Efficiency

bine, a relation with A can be obtained as
Two types cf stage efficiency will be used

= U2 = U2  A in this paper. The first, total efficiency '1
gJ Ah, NgJ ~h' N (8) is defined as the ratio of the actual stage

specific work output divided by the ideal specific
Another parameter often used in describing •ork output corresponding to the total to tctal-

turbine efficiency is the blade-Jet speed ratio. pressur r rest the totge t is,
pressure ratIc aorcss the stage. That is,

This parameter-" is defined as the ratio of the

mean-section blade speed to the Jet velocity (I1- i)

corresponding to the ideal expansion from inlet Znhid

tobal to exit static conditions across the tur- The second type is the static efficiency ' s,

bine. That is defined the same as the total efficiency except

• = U (9) that the ideal stage specific work output cor-

VJ responds to the total to static-pressure ratio
where across the stage. In equation form-:

2
Vj i) I Ah'f

A hid(s 10) (14)

When multistaging Is considered in this paper,
A relation between V and A can be obtained by an over-all static efficiency ' . will also be

use of equations (8) to (10) together with the ueCa. The relation between this efficiency and

equation for static efficiency the stage values can be obtained considering tnat

(h1 the stage specific wcrk outputs are the same.
ts Thu:3.Ahid, S N Ali (15)

The resultant relntJon Is Ah1d,



Any effect of reheat within the turbine is neg).ec- where
ted in order that the equations developed are in- 2gJ(Lst + Lro)
dependent of enthalpy level. This effect is also A = (21a)

relatively small. In view of this assumption AV2

2
Ahid,s can be equated to the sum of those occur- /V2.b2
ing across each stage; that is, Vu) (21b)

Ahid,s = Mid,a * (N - 2) Mhd,i + hid, 2 ,s To obtain ", the term B is not usad. The rela-

(16) tion between terms A and B and the diagram param-

where a represents the first stage, i and inter- eters of interest must now be obtained.

mediate stage, and I the last stage. The dif- Consideration of Blade-Loss Term A

ference in the ideal specific work among these The tern A represents the contribution of
stages occurs because, since.constant work per the blade losses t6the stage inefficiency.

stage is specified, the intermediate and last These losses are assuned to be proportional to
stage will differ from the first in terms of the the following:
stator geometry and associated loss, and then,of course, the last stage including the turbine ()Ryod ubrt h 15pwrexit leaving loss. This assumption represents the normal manner in

which the loss is assumed to vary with Reynolds
Substituting equation (16) into (15) anddividing through by Ah' yields number (2).

(b) The reciprocal of the cotangent of the
5 N stator-exit angle. This function, described in

1 + N -2 + 1 (5), reflects the variation in the ratio of flow

Sa I I's (17) area to surface area.

Consideration of the relation between the (c) The average specific kinetic energy of

speed-work parameter and efficiency will be made the blade rows based on the entering and leaving

using the stage efficiency '. The equation velocities. This assumption is described in (2)
where it was also assumed that the contributionfor • is the same except for the deletion of the

of the rotor kinetic energy level to the loss wasstage exit kinetic energy loss term. Neglecting
twice that of the stator. This assumption will

reheat effects as described above, the ideal
be used in the subject development with the ad-stage specific work output can be written asso ditional assumption that for an interstage stator

hid,s = L + + Lro + - (18) between A of 0 and 0.50 this weighing varies2gJ linearly from 2 to 1 to yield stator losses more

where consistent with experiment. Using f(A) tc de-
V2 note this weighing function, the following is

2 = leaving loss evident:
2gJ Rotor:

L = kinetic energy loss across stator 0 < A <_1_.00

2 2 f(?)ro = 2

Lst 1 -- 1 (19) Stator - single or first stage:
2gJ 2gJ 0 A<- l.oo00

L =kinetic energy loss across rotor f( Ast . 1 (22)

Stator - intermediate stage:
d.W2 2• 0 <_ A !_ 0.50

Lro id.2 - 2 (20) f( A)st = 2(1 - A)
o2gJ 2gJ 0 < .00

See appendix C of (4) to verify equation (18). f( A)st = 1

Substituting equation (18) into equation (14) Fig.4 presents a graphical representation of thisyieldsFg.prsnsagpiclrpeettoofhs

function.

= vUsing the assumptions described in the fore-

Vh + Ls + L + going, the equation for Lst + Lro can be written
2gJ as

2
Dividing through by AVu and ising equation (5) K _e-1/5

yield 2gt+otro
IS - (21)2gJ cot a 1 2

x [(A +~tV +) (V1) W2 +(3

2 1

4



and therefore using equation (21a) the equation -- STATOR

for A becomes ROTOR

(e) -1/5 ~- - -
A -K-RAst f( A)roD (24

cot R ( tC+ a(21) INTERMEDIATE STAGE_

where

V + o 0 1 t

C=- (24a) z Z FIRST-STAGE OR SINGLE STAGE
2 o

U

D = ý(24b)AV2

u 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 10

The relation between the parameters C and D and STAGE SPEED-WORK PARAMETER, X

must still be determined. Fig. 4 Variation in f(O ) with N as described
Parameter C. To obtain the stator kinetic in equation (22)

energy parameter C in terms of A let the velo-
cities in the numerator be split up into their
components, Fig.l. This yields, when using the
stator-exit axial component of velocity as repre- Now

senting the average, wu,1 ý Vu,1 - U (28)
2 2 V2ul-u,

2 = 1 + Vu'0 + V and

v , 2 = Vu,l - U - AVu (29)
or

2 V 2 Substituting equations (28) and (29) into
2 "Vul• + 25i equation (27) an4 using the definition fcr A InC (1 +2 cot2+
VAu l/ Vuu equation (3) yield

The value of Vu,i/AVu and Vu,o/AVu used depends D =2 cot2a 1 i u k~

upon the type diagram and therefore the level of

>... Using the relations of equation (7) and
assuming in the case of the interstage stator +K&u.l - A 2

that the whirl leaving the rotor (Vu,2) is equal

to that entering the interstage stator, the fol- Using equation (7) then yields

lowirg equation for C is obtained: 0 f- A " 0.50
rD 2 cot2c6 l ( "\ +1) 2 +

Single or first stage: 2 +

0 , A 1 0.50 0.50<- A - 1.O0 (30)
C = (1 + 2 cot 2 aL 1 )(A + i)2 D = 2 cot 2a 1 + (I -. )2 + x 2

2 Thus the required expression for D is obtained.
0. 5 0O_ _1.00 Reynolds Number. In (6) it if shown that,

C = 1 + 2 cot 2 x 1 although the Reynolds number based on mean camber

Intermediate and last stage; (26) length baslcaliy nffects the momentum thickness,
0 j A 1, 0.50 blade height is the bette" basis because of a

22

C - (1 + 2 cot 2cr 1) (A + 1) + ( A 2 1) series of counter-balancing effects on the loss
2 as described in the reference. Therefore in this

0.50--• A <_l.00 development the Reynolds number Re will be based
C = 1 + 2 cot2c 1 on the blade height and in addition will be based

on the velocity and density level leaving the
Parameter D. To obtain the rotor parameter

D in terms of A the numerator of equation (24b)

is split up into velocity components as done for Re -

C, Thus, I.

The value of V will be taken tc correspond

2V2 2 2 the turbine-inlet total conditions. If V1 is ex-
D + (27) pressed in terms cf Vx and a. 1 and it is assumed

AV2  that cL varies within sufficiently close limitsU 

I



LOF
OT TAL, ) B = E cot 2  l (Vu 1> + (34)

((34)

S2T.... Introducing then the relations in equation (7),

-- Jthe following working relations are obtained

l- 0< 0 •0.50
S! r _- SINGLE OR FIRST STAGE-

- -INTERMEDIATE OR LAST STAGE 2I2 .
B (E no + (35)

.2 i-- -- --- ZERO4--Lý- Re o106

IMPULSE EXIT WHIRL K 0.4 " 0.50< A < 1.00

rl!iI EI B = E cot 2 
1

0 .2 .4 .6 " .8 1.0 12Su m r f E at o s U eSTAGE SPEED-WORK~ PARAMETER, x Summary, of Equations Used
A review of the equations will be made inFig. 5 Turbine-stage efficiency as a function of speed- functional form to indicate the method used for

work parameter computing the stage and over-all efficiencies as
well as to indicate the required input informa-
tion:

that the angle effect is relatively small, then s= f(N, fa, 9 7 i, • ,) (17)

(Pvx),2 (PVx) 1 2t1frl )= f(A , A, B 0) (21)Re = 1 's = f(A , A, B) (21)
A = f(K, Re, a 1' C, D, f (A st' f(A )roe (24)

Since 2?r-r Is the annulus area, the follow- B = f(E, a i, " ) (35)
ing simplified definition is obtained and used in C f(A , c 1) (26)
this paper: D f(A , . 1) (30)Re = f(w, , r) (31)

Re = w
e -r (31) From these functional relationships the fol-

The equation in this form can be used to represent lowing are needed tc make an efficiency calcula-
the Reynolds number for the whole turbine regard- tion:
less of number of stages. w

|• Re
Consideration of Stage Exit r
Kinetic-Energy Loss Term B A, cr, E, K, N

The term B represents the contribution of
the stage exit kinetic-energy to the turbine loss Since w, t , and r are used only to obtain
when the efficiency is rated based on total to Re, with Re used in the efficiency equations,
static-pressure ratio. This ter.i can be expres- then Re itself will be considered cn the input
sed in terms of A by first splitting the numera- variable in the analysis results section.
tor into its velocity components. Equation (21b)
then becomes RESULTS OF STUDY

B = V, 2 + ý,2 (32) Stage-Efficiency Characteristics
AVu2 Using the method Just described for obtain-

In general, the stage exit axial component of ing turbine efficiency for given diagram param-eters, the stage-efficiency characteristics werevelocity is greater than that of the average ftrst the range ofara ofeint erereprsened y tat t sttio 1.So efiing first computed over the range of A of interestrepresented by that at station 1. So defining (0 - 1.00) considering the other parameters con-

_ 22 (33) stant. The value of K was selected as 0.4 since
=Vx,l) this value yielded analytical efficiencies that

chocked closely the experimental efficienciesand using it in equation (32) yield obtained in the Transonic Turbine Program con-

ducted at the laboratory [See (Z), e. g.] . The
B-E _ + .. 2\2 stator-exit angle xt 1 , Reynolds number Re, and
E(Xu) (AVu2)2exit axial energy parameter E were selected at

representative values of 700, 106, and 1.0 re-Then introducing the stator angle a 1, spectively.

6
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............ _ _.Fig. 7 Multistage turbine static-efficiency characteristics as a

._ _ _ _ _ _ function of over-all speed-work parameter
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REYINOLDS IRUMER. Re
To. " 8' of course is due to the leaving kinetic energy

STATOR EXIT AINGLE. a,
EX .. T ANGLE, being considered a loss. The degree of differ-

0RIs52.0 Eence is however considerably different for the
PARAMETER E

Fig. 6 Effect of Re, c•I, and E on efficiency zero exit whirl case as compared.to that cf im-
ati = 1.0, K= 0.4 pulse. In the range 0.50' A : 1.00 the efficiency

difference is 5 to 8 points. In the impulse range
as A is reduced considerably belcw 0.5 this dif-

ference becomes much larger, being, for example,

The results of these calculations are shown 17 points at A = 0.20 (single-stage case).
in Fig.5 where stage efficiency is presented as This increasing difference is due to the increased

a function of the stage speed-work parameter A . required negative exit whirl out cf the stage.
Considering first the total efficiency I , it is The effect of independently varying the
seen that at high values of X , 1t is quite Reynolds number, stator-exit angle, and stage-
high, 0.88 or greater at values of X between exit axial-kinetic-energy loss parameter cn effi-
0.80 and 1.00. As )k is reduced to 0.50 (the ciency is shown in Fig.6 for the case of the
limiting value for zero exit whirl) *1 reduces single-stage A values of 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00.
to approximately 0.84. In this range (0.50< A < The solid vertical line in the figure represents
1.00) the intermediate-stage curve coincides with the so-called base values of 106, 700, and 1,
the first-stage curve since their respective respectively, such that the efficiency character-
stators are identical. At A - 0.50 a break in istics shown on this line coincide with those of

the curve is seen to occur and results from the Fig.5.
change from, zero exit whirl conditicns to that The variation in stage efficiency with Re
of impulse. Then as A is reduced below 0.50, is shown over a range from 104 to l07 and shown
two curves form, tie solid line representing a for all parts of the figure a gradual reduction
first or single stage, and the dashed line repre- in both total and static efficiency as Re is re-
senting an intermediate or last stage. The duced. This of course occurs because of the
single-stage curve is seen to reduce in value as Reynolds number effect included in equation (24)
A. is reduced below 0.50 with kI becoming 0.75 for term A.

at A - 0.20. As A is further reduced, I drops The effect of statcr-exit angle a. on stage
off very markedly, reaching 0 at A = 0. As A is efficiency is shown over a range from 60 to 80
reduced below 0.50, 1 for the intermediate stage deg. It can be seen that for all ý -values con-
starts to deviate downward considerably from the sidered the maximum total efficiency 7 occurs
single-stage curve, being approximately 5 points at an angle on the order of 60 deg with curves
lower at A = 0.20. This difference in effi- flat in this region. As the angles are increased
ciency is, of course, due to the intermediate beyond 70 dog, 7 starts to fall off markedly.
stators becoming considerably different from The indication of an optimum angle occurs because
those of the first stage, having considerably of the two counterbalanning effects of the co-
more turning and lower reaction, tangent angle function in equation (e4) represent-

The stage static-efficiency characteristics ing the effect of angle on the surface area per
are also shown in the figure. The general trends unit flow, and the angle functions in equations
with A are similar but at a lower level. This (26) and (30) representing the effect of angle
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as a function of over-all blade-jet speed ratio MEASURED EFFICIENCY

Fig. 9 Comparison between experimental and computed effi-
ciency

on the average kinetic energy level and therefore

the loss per unit surface area. A similar optimum

condition is seen to occur for ý s but shifting because of the attainment of similar A -values

to a value of a 1 on the order of 74 deg. This and therefore comparable levels of % at the

large shift in optimum angle occurs because of lower A values when the additional stages are

the additional angle functions in equation (35) used. It can also be seen that in the high ),-

which reflect in the effect of angle on the stage range (0.25!S A •iý.00) only one or two stages

axial component of leaving loss. are necessary for high efficiency. As !N is re-

The effect of E on efficiency is shown over duced below this range, increased number of stages
the range from 1 to 2. It is shown only for V. are required in order to keep the efficiency at
since it enters only in equation (35) which af- a reasonable level. The dashed line shows the

fects this efficiency only. The efficiency is envelope of maximum 11 that occurs at the point

seen to drop off as E is increased and of course where A = 1.00. From this it follows that at
occurs because of the increased stage exit axial this maximum efficiency point N = 1/A from

component of leaving loss. equation (8).
As pointed out in the development section,

Over-all Efficiency Cha7,acteristics another parameter, the blade Jet speed ratio --v
In order to illustrate the effect of stage is commonly used for correlating efficiency.

number N on the over-all turbine-efficiency char- This parameter is more meaningful from an opera-
acteristics a set of calculations was made over tional standpoint in that the operating condi-
a range of N from 1 to 16 using equation (17). tions, turbine speed and pressure ratio (uniquely

Representative values of Re, ccl, and E were specifying 4 ), are imposed with efficiency and

taken at 106, 700, and 2, respectively. The A being dependent. Since a relation between

value of 2 for E was selected since in general A and ' is established in Fig.7, a relation
the turbine-exit axial kinetic energy is greater between and V can be obtained by using

than the average. The results of the calculations equation (12). Also from this equation it can

are shown in Fig.7, where the over-all static ef- be seen that *9 is a function of the product %s•.

ficiency %s is presented as a function of the Therefore a line of constant V on Fig.7 repre-

over-all speed-work parameter A over the range sents a curve of constant % A • Since the plot
of stage number considered. The plot is presented shown is on a log-log basis, such a curve would

on a log-log basis in order tc separate the be a straight line at a slope of -1. One such
curves adequately in the 16w A range. An addi- line is shown in the figure, that at V = 0.2.

tional reason for plotting the curves on this It can be seen that, to achieve a given
basis will be described later, increase in efficiency, a larger number of stages

Inspection of Fig.7 shows that for a given is required at a constant "V than at a constant

number of stages N the trend of % with A is A . This occurs because, if one considers a
essentially the same as that on a stage basis constant blade speed, an increase in efficiency
(compare with Fig.5). The curves, however, are at a constant A means at a constant actual speci-

displaced toward lower A -values as the number fic work. On the other hand, at a constant V

of stages is increased. This occurs, cf course, with constant speed, the increase in efficiency
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occurs at a constant ideal specific work. As a diagrams. The value of K selected was based on

result, the actual specific work increases, re- the performance of a turbine that had reasonably
quiring the additional stages to yield the same good surface velocity distributions with a re-
increment in efficiency. sulting near-optimum solidity, close running and

The efficiency characteristics in Fig.7 are tip clearances, and small trailing edge block-
replotted in Fig.8 as a function of this blade- ages. The value of K would certainly become

Jet speed ratio. At 5 = 0.2 the correspondence higher if the solidities and velocity distribu-

in 11 with that of the previous figure can be tions were nonoptimum, or if excessive running
noted. and tip clearances or large trailing-edge block-

ages were used. Such considerations should also
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT be considered in the final selection of the de-

sign efficiency level.
The method described in this eaper was used Finally, the method described has been pro-

to compute the design efficiency of a number of grammed for the iBM 704 computer at the labora-
turbines that have been investigated experimental- tory. Anyone wishing a copy of this program or

ly at the laboratory in recent years. These tur- information on the programming method can feel
bines covered the following range of the diagram free to contact the author.

parameters used in this paper:

Re 8x10 4 
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